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ABSTRACT

The Electric Power Steering (EPS) System provides steering
assist in conventional vehicle driving and is the main actuator
for vehicle lateral control in active safety features. Compre-
hensive EPS system fault diagnosis (i.e., anomaly detection,
fault isolation, and fault quantification) has become increas-
ingly important for the next generation of vehicles. Previ-
ous works have utilized computer simulation and hardware-
in-the-loop experiments to develop early anomaly detection
algorithms for electrical and mechanical failures in EPS sys-
tems. Using test drive data collected, this paper validates
and refines a previously developed algorithm designed for de-
tecting increases in EPS system internal mechanical friction.
The data include 215 minutes of natural driving with differ-
ent speeds and steering maneuvers. To illustrate robustness,
noise factors, such as tire type, are also considered in the data
collection. Issues of time delays and parameter uncertainty in
the previous model-based algorithm have been alleviated in
the new refined algorithm. This has been achieved by devel-
oping a Kalman filter-based joint state-parameter estimator.
The new estimator uses a simplified vehicle dynamic model
and provides a direct, and thus better, estimate of steering
friction increase. Data collected from test drives indicate that
the refined algorithm can robustly indicate a friction increase
before an average human driver notices a difference in steer-
ing feel.

*Work documented in this paper was conducted while A. Mohtat was at Gen-
eral Motors Canadian Technical Centre.
Arash Mohtat et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which per-
mits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electric Power Steering (EPS) systems have become com-
monplace in newer vehicles as a replacement to traditional
hydraulic power steering systems (Badawy, Bolourchi, &
Gaut, 1997; Denton, 2004). In a typical steering maneuver,
the EPS system compensates for a large portion of the steer-
ing torque required. In case of degradation or failure of the
EPS system, it can instantly become very difficult to steer
a vehicle, especially at slower speeds and could cause er-
ratic driving behavior due to intermittent surprises for drivers.
Moreover, the EPS system is the main actuator for vehicle
lateral control in active safety systems. Consequently, active
safety features would not function properly without a health
EPS system. Advanced fault diagnosis (i.e., anomaly detec-
tion, fault isolation, and fault quantification) are critical to
maintaining the functionality of the EPS system, and early
fault / anomaly detection is a crucial prerequisite, thus the
focus of this work.

Previous work related to advanced fault diagnosis of EPS sys-
tems include (Ji, Ge, & Tian, 2013; Amberkar, Kushion, Es-
chtruth, & Bolourchi, 2000; Lee, Lee, Kim, & Jeong, 2007;
Jeong et al., 2015; Huang & Wang, 2013; Lin & Ghoneim,
2016; Lin & Du, 2018; Lawson & Chen, 2008). In partic-
ular, (Ji et al., 2013) conducts a comprehensive design fail-
ure mode and effects analysis on EPS systems and identifies
potential hazards in the system, and (Amberkar et al., 2000)
develops requirements for diagnosis of EPS systems focus-
ing on unwanted steer (i.e., failure that causes EPS to change
direction of steering without a steering input). References
(Lee et al., 2007) and (Jeong et al., 2015) develop algorithms
that isolate sensor and motor failures in the EPS by com-
paring and cross checking estimated vehicle behavior, sensor
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measurements, and control commands. Detection of back-
lash in the steering system is developed in (Huang & Wang,
2013), where a backlash model is recursively identified us-
ing estimates and measurements of road and hand wheel an-
gles, respectively. The work in (Lin & Ghoneim, 2016) ap-
plies model-based parameter estimation techniques to deter-
mine electric parameters of the EPS motor for fault / anomaly
detection. In addition, changes in EPS mechanical param-
eters (i.e., anomalies such as friction increase) are detected
by monitoring the deviation of self-aligning torque (SAT) es-
timated from two independent methods. Moreover, a fault
signature table is constructed based on estimations of motor
parameters, calculations of road SAT, and residuals of parity
equations for EPS fault isolation. Fault / anomaly detection
in power connection from the power source to the EPS, e.g.,
loose connectors or corrosion in the power wires, are con-
sidered in (Lin & Du, 2018). Specifically, a canary-based
method is proposed for detecting a loose connection, while
power conservation laws are utilized to detect high resistance
in an EPS power circuit. A fault-tolerant control strategy is
developed in (Lawson & Chen, 2008) to accommodate for
driver input torque sensor failures by using an observer to es-
timate the total torque on the motor shaft and an independent
estimate of the road reaction torque.

The current paper builds upon the work in (Lin & Ghoneim,
2016) and uses new data collected under a large variety of
injected faults and noise factors to validate and refine the
steering friction increase detection algorithm. The ideas of
Kalman filter-based joint state-parameter estimation docu-
mented in (Wan & van der Merwe, 2001; Mohtat, Ghaf-
fari Toiserkan, & Kövecses, 2011; Mosquera Alonso, 2019)
are used to improve estimates of the increased friction. As a
result, an enhanced algorithm for detection of steering system
friction increase is developed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides a brief review of EPS systems and the friction fault con-
sidered, and Section 3 describes how friction is introduced
in the test vehicle and the resulting test data. Section 4 re-
views and validates the friction detection algorithm from (Lin
& Ghoneim, 2016) and develops the refined algorithm. Re-
sults of this refinement are shown in Section 5. Conclusions
and future work are included in Section 6. For the sake of
brevity, additional information regarding the levels of friction
introduced for the test vehicle is summarized in Appendix A,
and Appendix B explains how nonlinearity is treated in the
joint state-parameter estimator presented here.

2. EPS SYSTEMS AND INCREASED FRICTION FAULT

EPS systems can be categorized based on where the EPS mo-
tor is mounted. For smaller vehicles, the EPS motor is usually
mounted on the column and these EPS systems are hence re-
ferred to as column-mounted. For larger vehicles, the EPS

motor has to be larger to provide adequate steering assist. In
this case, the EPS motor is mounted on the steering rack. This
kind of EPS system is referred to as rack-mounted. How-
ever, operations of the EPS systems are essentially the same.
A column-mounted EPS system is shown in Figure 1. The

Figure 1. A column driven EPS system.

assist motor is attached to the steering column through a re-
duction gear box. The motor torque is applied to the steering
shaft through the reduction gear and the product of the motor
torque and the gear ratio produces a torque assist to the driver.

In this paper we consider detecting mechanical friction in-
crease in the steering system, which may occur anywhere in
the mechanical connections of the steering system from the
steering column to the rack and pinion sub-component. An
example is water intrusion into the rack and pinion mecha-
nism causing corrosion and increased resistance against in-
tended motion.

3. FAULT INJECTION AND VEHICLE TEST DATA

3.1. Fault Injection

In order to collect data for validating and refining developed
friction detection algorithms, a test vehicle is instrumented
for normal driving with various levels of steering friction.
Specifically, friction faults are injected by installing a clutch
brake on the EPS motor shaft to simulate added resistive
torque from friction. The normal force applied to the clutch
brake is applied by an electric motor with configurable Pulse
Wave Modulation (PWM) varying from 0% to 100%. The
mapping between the PWM duty cycle setting of the clutch
brake and the corresponding increase in friction is difficult to
measure directly without a torque sensor on the EPS motor
shaft. This mapping is approximated by studying the hys-
teresis loops of a lock-to-lock test with the instrumented ve-
hicle, described in Appendix A. The fault levels (expressed
as clutch brake modulation settings) and corresponding es-
timated friction increases are summarized in Table 1. The
range listed in the table is the minimum/maximum estimated
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injected friction from 4 trials of hysteresis loop estimation.
In order for a fault detection algorithm to be valid, it must be

Fault level Injected friction (Nm) Total friction (Nm)
Healthy (H) 0 4
PWM 15% 1− 2 5− 6
PWM 20% 3− 5 7− 9
PWM 25% 7− 10 11− 14

Table 1. Steering friction fault injection values.

able to detect faults at or before the level at which a driver
could notice them. Based on test drive experience, a normal
driver does not notice a difference in steering feel until the
total steering friction is increased to a level of 11 − 14 Nm.
Hence, the objective is to develop a fault detection algorithm
capable of detecting increased friction at or before the PWM
25% level of increased friction.

3.2. Data Collection

Since a high acquisition rate is required to execute the fric-
tion detection algorithm, test drive data was collected using a
dSPACE micro autobox with acquisition rate of 10 ms. Mea-
sured signals include those related to the steering system,
such as EPS motor torque, driver torque, and steering an-
gle, as well as vehicle dynamic signals such as angular rates
and accelerations measured by an inertial measurement unit,
and wheel speeds measured by encoders. No additional sen-
sors were added to the test vehicle, as all needed signals are
available in the production model. In each test, the increase
in steering friction over the healthy system is approximated
by the hysteresis loop estimation as summarized in Table 1
above. Table 2 below summarizes the quantity of data col-
lected for each health state. Note that only development and

Health state Change Development Test set
(vs. Healthy) set (min) (min)

Healthy vehicle NA 98 78
Friction: PWM 15% +1 to 2 Nm 7 6
Friction: PWM 20% +3 to 5 Nm 7 6
Friction: PWM 25% +7 to 10 Nm 7 6

Table 2. Friction increase detection algorithm test data.

test data sets are needed for the friction algorithm: the devel-
opment set used for making initial design choices and tuning;
and the test set to fairly assess the performance against un-
seen data. Due to the nature of the friction increase detection,
we need long continuous streams of signals so we choose to
focus on organic normal driving data. The organic normal
drive tests are each about 13 minutes long with only one test
per faulty health state resulting in the above distribution of
test sets.

4. STEERING FRICTION ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

In this section, the performance of the friction detection algo-
rithm presented in (Lin & Ghoneim, 2016) is validated using
vehicle test data, and iteratively refined to improve its per-
formance. The original algorithm (as described in (Lin &
Ghoneim, 2016)) is referred to as the “Baseline Algorithm,”
and the refined version is referred to as the “Refined Algo-
rithm.”

4.1. Baseline Algorithm

In this subsection, we first give a brief review of the baseline
algorithm. The central idea of the friction detection algorithm
in (Lin & Ghoneim, 2016) is to identify friction by comparing
two independent estimates of the self-aligning torque (SAT,
or Mz) acting on the vehicle’s front wheels. Self-aligning
torque is generated by the asymmetry of lateral force on the
front tires’ contact patch. Tire distortion under lateral force
results in the average force applying at a distance lp from the
contact patch’s geometric center. This distance is known as
the pneumatic trail and is approximately constant in the linear
region of the tire dynamics (the region where slip angle and
lateral force exhibit a linear relationship). The algorithm de-
scribed in (Lin & Ghoneim, 2016) identifies increased steer-
ing friction whenever the error between two SAT estimations
grows large. The first SAT estimation method utilizes a bal-
ance of external forces on the vehicle, and the second SAT es-
timation method utilizes a balance of internal torques applied
to the steering column. Since steering friction is an input to
the second method but not the first, any change to the internal
friction will present itself as an error between the estimations.
The external SAT estimate (Mdyn

z ), which utilizes a bicycle
model in the linear region of tire dynamics, is given by

Mdyn
z = −(lpCf

Cf
Cf + Cr

)ρ(θ)θ

− (lpCf
M

Cf + Cr
)ay + (lpCf

LCr
Cf + Cr

(
ψ̇

vx
)), (1)

where Cf and Cr are the front and rear tire cornering stiff-
ness, respectively, θ is the steering wheel angle, ρ(θ) is the
ratio between road wheel angle and steering wheel angle, M
is the vehicle mass, L is the vehicle length, ay is lateral ac-
celeration, vx is longitudinal velocity, and ψ̇ is yaw rate (Lin
& Ghoneim, 2016). The internal SAT estimate (Mobs

z ) is es-
timated using a linear state observer (LSO), also known as a
Luenberger Observer, applied to a model of the EPS motor
system, governed by

θ̈ = −Beq
Jeq

θ̇ − Tf
Jeq

sign(θ̇)

+
Tdriver − ρ(θ)Mobs

z

Jeq
+
Ktn

Jeq
i, (2)
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where θ is the steering angle, Beq and Jeq are, respectively,
the damping and inertia constants of the steering system, Tf
is the nominal internal friction torque, Tdriver is the torque
applied by the driver, Kt is the EPS motor coefficient, n is
the EPS motor gear ratio, and i is the EPS motor current (the
control system input).

The friction state-of-health (SOH) is inferred by comparing
these two estimates of SAT. As internal friction increases
above the nominal level, the observer estimate of SAT will
also increase because the nominal friction used in the ob-
server Tf does not account for the friction increase. The SOH
is inferred by calculating the error variance, var(Mdyn

z −
Mobs
z ), with larger variance in error indicating more friction.1

Figure 2 illustrates a concept of this baseline algorithm. As

Figure 2. Concept diagram of baseline algorithm.

shown in Figure 2, a sliding window is used for calculating
the error variance. The tuning parameters of this method are
the cornering stiffness (Cf ,Cr), the pneumatic trail (lp), the
observer gain matrix (Lin & Ghoneim, 2016), and the size of
window used to calculate the error variance.

4.2. Baseline Algorithm Performance

When the baseline friction fault detection algorithm presented
in (Lin & Ghoneim, 2016) was implemented on development
set data, it was found to be difficult to distinguish between
healthy and faulty steering systems. Various enabling con-
ditions, rolling variance batch sizes, and signal alignment
methodologies were experimented with to improve the re-
sults. The enabling conditions with the best performance
were found to be requiring the steering angle to exceed 10o,
the lateral acceleration to be between 0.1 and 0.5 m/s2, and
the slip angle between the front wheels and the road to be less
than 5o. The average enabled ratio (i.e., the ratio of the data
during which the algorithm is enabled) in the development
set tests is 36%. Figure 3 shows normalized histograms of
SOH indicator values for healthy and faulty steering systems
from the development data set. The overlap between the base-

1Compared to the absolute error, the variance of the error is more robust
against the time-delay between the two Mz estimations. See the discussion
on refinement 1 in the next subsection for more details on the time-delay.

line algorithm outputs for healthy and faulty steering systems
indicate that this SOH indicator does little to identify the fric-
tion fault. Although an exhaustive list is not included in this

Figure 3. Normalized histogram of rolling error variances for
healthy vs faulty (PWM 25%) development data.

paper, enabling conditions and algorithm tuning parameters
were explored thoroughly. The presented results summarize
the best performing choices that were found.

4.3. Refined Algorithm

The steps taken to refine the outputs of the friction detection
algorithm are summarized below, and the results of the re-
fined algorithm with all implemented changes are presented
in Section 5. While the identified refinements work in tan-
dem to improve the algorithm performance, we can break
down the motivation behind the changes in to three separate
improvements. First, we identified the need to re-formulate
the health indicator to a direct estimate of the friction torque.
Second, we revised the vehicle dynamics model used to de-
rive Eq. (1) to a slightly simpler model that allows us to re-
formulate the equations behind the separate SAT estimates
as a joint state-parameter model. Finally, we improved the
algorithm’s ability to manage uncertainties and unknown dy-
namics by employing a Kalman Filter that offers the required
tuning features.

Refinement 1: Direct Parameter Estimation. The base-
line algorithm indirectly infers the friction state-of-health by
computing the rolling variance of the error between two SAT
estimates. While it is true that an increase in friction would
lead to an increase in SAT error variance, there are many other
factors that could cause an increase in SAT error. One signif-
icant source of error between the SAT estimates is the natu-
ral time-delay in the output of the observer used in the esti-
mate of Mobs

z . This time delay is caused by limitations on
the data acquisition speed and the filtering nature of the ob-
server. In particular, the internal SAT estimate (Mobs

z ) lags
both the steering angle signal and the external SAT estimate
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(Mdyn
z ). This signal delay introduces significant error be-

tween the estimates, making it challenging to derive an effec-
tive health indicator by comparing the two time-series, such
as in var(Mdyn

z − Mobs
z ). We attempted to utilize signal-

shifting techniques such as dynamic time warping and cross-
correlation-based time realignment to improve the error vari-
ance calculation, but these methods did not yield any promis-
ing results. This analysis motivated the need to re-formulate
the algorithm in a way that outputs a direct estimate of the
steering friction.

Refinement 2: Bicycle Model Revision. The bicycle model
used to derive Eq. (1) has two shortcomings: it is non-linear
with respect to vehicle motion signals since speed and yaw
rate appear in the same term; and, it uses a constitutive model
that relates lateral tire forces to tire motion, i.e., slip angle.
This not only adds calibration parameters that introduce com-
plications in the tuning process, but also creates restrictions as
the constitutive model is valid only in certain regimes of mo-
tion. To break free from these limitations, we refer to Figure 4
and use the following revised bicycle dynamics formulation:

F fronty + F reary = may,

LfF
front
y − LrF reary = Izψ̈, (3)

Mz = F fronty lp,

which implies

Mz =
lp(Lrmay + Iz(ψ̈))

Lr + Lf
, (4)

where F fronty and F reary are lateral forces acting on the front
and rear tires, Lf and Lr are the front and rear vehicle lengths
from the center of mass, m is the vehicle total mass, Iz is the
vehicle inertia about the z-axis, lp is the tire pneumatic trail,
ay is lateral acceleration, ψ̇ is yaw rate, and Mz is the self-
aligning torque. Note that the above equation has inverse dy-

Figure 4. A simplified bicycle model.

namics causality, i.e., 2nd order motion derivatives are needed
to calculate the torqueMz . In particular, the yaw acceleration

term would make it difficult to use this equation directly to es-
timate Mz . Since direct differentiation of the yaw rate would
introduce too much noise, such an equation had not been used
in the baseline algorithm to provide an estimate of Mz . We
solved this challenge by not using Eq. 4 in inverse dynamics
mode for estimating Mz in a silo; but, instead, using it in for-
ward dynamics mode and in conjunction with other equations
to formulate a multivariate joint state-parameter estimation
problem as described next.

Refinement 3: Joint State-Parameter Estimation and Un-
certainty Handling. In order to estimate friction using
Eq. (2), we need to estimate Mz using Eq. (4). However,
we want to use the latter equation without resorting to direct
numerical differentiation of the yaw rate. A creative way out
of this dilemma is to regard the yaw rate as a state to be es-
timated and use Eq. (2) in the rearranged forward dynamics
causality. This yields a 5-variate problem with θ, θ̇, ψ̇, Mz

and Tf to be estimated. However, so far we have only three
equations (Eq. (2) counts as two due to its second-order na-
ture). To balance the number of equations with the number of
estimation variables, we regard the problem as a joint state-
parameter estimation formulation and introduce virtual pro-
cess dynamics into the picture. This is a well-known practice
for constant parameters such as Tf . For the non-constant un-
known state Mz , on the other hand, this is a novel, non-trivial
design choice that we will refer to as a pseudo-parameter. In
other words, we disguise a time-varying state as a parameter-
like state governed by as a constant virtual process subject to
a large virtual noise and estimate it simultaneously with the
other variables. The linearized 2 joint state-parameter formu-
lation (5) below ties all the discussed refinements and novel
design choices together. Note that the second row of the state-
parameter matrix is the discrete-time adaption of Eq. (2); the
third row is the discrete-time adaption of Eq. (4); and, the
last two rows are the discrete-time descriptions of the self-
aligning torque and friction as virtual pseudo-parameter and
parameter processes:

xt+1 = Atxt +Btut +Gtωt

yt = Ctxt + vt, (5)

where

xt=


θt
θ̇t
ψ̇
Mz,t

Tf,t

 , ut=
 Td,t
Tm,t
ay,t

 , ωt=

ωTd

ωTm

ωay
ωMz

ωTf

 , vt=
 vθ
vθ̇
vψ̇

 ,
(6)

2See Appendix B for a discussion on the existing nonlinearity and the lin-
earization process.
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At=


1 dt 0 0 0

0 e
−dtBeq

Jeq 0 −βρ(θ∗t ) −βsign(θ̇∗t )

0 0 1 dt
Lr+Lf

lpIz
0

0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

, (7)

Gt=


0 0 0 0 0
β nβ 0 0 0
0 0 −dtLrm

Iz
0 0

0 0 0 dt 0
0 0 0 0 dt

, (8)

Bt=


0 0 0
β nβ 0
0 0 −dtLrm

Iz
0 0 0
0 0 0

, β =
1− e−dt

Beq
Jeq

Beq
, (9)

Ct=

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0

. (10)

Note that dt is the discretization step size, e.g. 0.01 sec, and
the terms with the ∗ superscript in At are clarified in Ap-
pendix B.

The key element in making the virtual parameter and pseudo-
parameter description of Tf and Mz useful is the inclusion
of their virtual process noises in the augmented process noise
(ωt) and make it play along with the measurement noise (vt),
here modeled as zero-mean Gaussians with diagonal covari-
ance matrices Q and R, respectively. This allows a natural
and powerful mechanism for managing and guiding uncer-
tainty in our refined model: use of a Kalman Filter to estimate
the joint state-parameter vector xt described as a stochastic
process with multivariate noise properties. We extend the
classic Kalman filter (Wan & van der Merwe, 2001) by adding
an enablement step that allows partial updating of the state
vector depending on the inputs ut and measurements yt. The
enabling matrix Et is a diagonal matrix the same size as At,
with 1’s in the positions of states that are to be updated, and
0’s in the positions of states that are held constant. The En-
abled Kalman Filter is summarized in Algorithm 1 shown in
Table 3.

The choice of virtual process noise (VPN) for the parameter
and pseudo-parameter variables, i.e. Tf and Mz , is critical to
the Kalman filter’s successful implementation. For the vir-
tual pseudo-parameter, Mz , the VPN must be large so that
the filter puts less trust in the constant virtual process dy-
namics and instead varies quickly based on each new mea-
surement – effectively making the filter learn the unknown
pseudo-parameter dynamics. This updating is driven by the

connection between ψ̇ and Mz that is built in to the system
via the ψ̇ state equation (3). For Tf , the VPN must be rela-
tively small to enable the system to learn and converge to the
unknown constant parameter.3 In other words, by choosing
a large VPN for the quickly changing Mz pseudo-parameter
variable and a small VPN for the slowly changing Tf vari-
able (supposed to learn a constant parameter), we ensure that
most uncertainty is absorbed by the estimate of Mz . This in
turn reduces the effect of model uncertainty on the estimate
of Tf and encourages it to converge to a narrow range of val-
ues. The health indicator outputted by this refined algorithm
is simply the filter’s estimate of the friction torque, Tf , taken
after enough time is given for the filter to converge to the as-
sociated fault level range.

5. RESULTS

Figures 5 and 6 below show time series for the friction torque
estimation using the refined Kalman Filtering method on the
healthy and PWM 25% faulty development data, respectively.
The ground-truth system friction, as derived in Appendix A,
is indicated on the lower subplot by a dashed black line.

a) Steering profile

b) Estimated steering system friction torque

Figure 5. Friction estimation for healthy steering system

These results are generated with very simple enabling con-
ditions that require the driver torque to exceed 0.5 Nm, the
motor torque to be active in the same direction as the driver
torque, and the steering wheel angle gradient to be less than
1 rad/s and larger than a minimum rate of 0.05 rad/s. The
first two conditions ensure the EPS system is active enough
for the dynamic models to apply, while the third condition
ensures the system is not changing too quickly for the filter to
adapt. Whenever the enabling conditions are not met, the fric-
tion torque state estimate is not updated. All other states are
updated at every step, regardless of enablement. The choice
of covariance matrices and enablement rules for Eq. (5) and
3Some existing investigations on joint state-parameter estimation suggest
starting with large VPN values and decreasing the value as time progresses.
This does not apply to our case since we have a time-varying pseudo-
parameter that needs to be encouraged by a large VPN to continuously
change. Reversely, the unknown constant parameter VPN needs to be kept
constantly small to create the proper uncertainty channeling balance.
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Algorithm 1 Enabled Kalman Filter
Initialize x+0 , P+

0
for t = 1 to tmax do

x−t = At−1xt−1+ +Bt−1ut−1 (a priori estimate of xt)
}

Prediction step
P−t = At−1P

+
t−1A

T
t−1 +Gt−1Qt−1G

T
t−1 (a priori estimate of E[xtx

T
t ])

Et = enabler(ut, yt) (Enabling matrix)
 Update stepKt = P−t C

T
t (Rt + CtP

−
t C

T
t )−1 (Kalman gain)

x+t = x−t + EtKt(yt − Ctx−t ) (a posteriori estimate of xt)
P+
t = (I −KtCt)P

−
t (a posteriori estimate of Et[xtxTt ])

Table 3. Enabled Kalman Filter summarized in Algorithm 1.

a) Steering profile

b) Estimated steering system friction torque

Figure 6. Friction estimation for faulty steering (25% PWM)

Algorithm 1 are summarized below.

Qt = E
[
wtw

T
t

]
=


0.01 0 0 0 0

0 0.01 0 0 0
0 0 0.1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0.001

 ,
(11)

Rt = E
[
vtv

T
t

]
=

 10−4 0 0
0 10−4 0
0 0 10−4

 , (12)

Et =


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1{enabled}

 , (13)

where

1{enabled} =

{
1 if enabled = 1,
0 if enabled = 0,

(14)

and enabled is the result of the logical computation (|Td| >
0.5Nm) AND (sign(Td) = sign(Tm)) AND (0.05 < |θ̇| <

0.1rads). Note that the filter requires about 50 seconds
(5, 000 samples) of enabled data (or, considering that the en-
abling conditions are met about a third of the time, about 150
seconds of total data) to converge when initialized at the nom-
inal value of 3 Nm. The filter output from the first 50 seconds
of enabled data is therefore rejected when assessing the sys-
tem health.

Figure 7 shows the distributions (normalized histograms) of
friction estimates on the entire data set (i.e., combined de-
velopment and test data) for healthy and PWM 25% faulty.
Comparing with Figure 3, it is clear that the refined algorithm

Figure 7. Distributions of friction estimates for healthy vs
faulty (PWM 25%).

exhibits superior performance to the baseline algorithm.

Figure 8 shows the performance of the refined friction esti-
mation on all data in the development and test sets. The box
edges show one standard deviation from the mean, and the
whiskers show two standard deviations from the mean. Each
health state has a friction estimate standard deviation between
1.5 and 2.2 Nm. Although there is a tendency to underesti-
mate the ground-truth friction, this algorithm offers excellent
performance in the task of classifying the levels of friction
between a nominal (4 Nm) and mildly faulted (11 − 14 Nm)
steering system.

7
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Figure 8. Box plots of Kalman Filter friction estimates on all
data (development and test sets).

Figure 9 shows the distributions (normalized histograms) of
friction estimates for healthy and PWM 25% faulty with dif-
ferent tire types. The results show that the refined algorithm

Figure 9. Distributions of friction estimates for healthy vs
faulty (PWM 25%) with different tire types.

is sensitive to some noise factors such as tire type when used
to estimate the fault level. The estimation error induced on
the fault level, however, is significantly below the require-
ment for separating a healthy system from a faulty one. As a
result, the refined algorithm can still serve as a robust healthy-
faulty classifier. Specifically, using the friction estimation al-
gorithm, detection of increased friction can be, for example,
achieved by setting a threshold and testing whether the esti-
mated friction exceeds the threshold for a certain amount of
time in a fixed interval length. We leave statistical analyses
and selections of these tuning parameters for future follow-up
work.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Data collected from a test vehicle under normal driving with
different speeds, steering maneuvers, tire types, and levels of
steering friction are used to validate and refine the friction de-
tection algorithms proposed in (Lin & Ghoneim, 2016). Af-
ter a series of refinements described in a step-by-step fashion,
the friction detection algorithm was enhanced to not only dis-
tinguish friction increase faults from the healthy system with
maximum accuracy, but also estimate the friction in the steer-
ing system with a standard deviation of 2 Nm. This refined
algorithm meets the objective of detecting friction increases
before the 11-14 Nm level at which they become detectable
to a driver. Future work can involve investigating the use of
unscented Kalman filters or particle filters, projection tech-
niques and systematic adaptation and tuning of noise covari-
ances. The objectives are improving friction estimation accu-
racy, achieving finer separability of fault levels and decreas-
ing required calibration effort.
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APPENDIX A: FRICTION INTRODUCED FOR TEST VE-
HICLE

Since there is no mapping between the PWM of the clutch
brake used to inject friction faults and the corresponding fric-
tion increase in Nm, the increase was estimated experimen-
tally using a lock-to-lock test. In this test, the steering wheel
is rotated clockwise from the neutral position (0o) to the lock
point (−570o), then rotated counter-clockwise to the other
lock point (+570o), and finally returned to neutral. A work
balance over this loop yields the following estimate for the
friction force:

Wfriction=Wdriver+Wmotor−∆KE−Wviscous, (15)∫
Tf sign(θ̇)dθ =∫

(Td+nTm)dθ−Jeq
2

(θ̇22−θ̇21)−Beq
∫
θ̇dθ, (16)

Tf =

∫
(Td+nTm)dθ − Jeq

2 (θ̇22−θ̇21)−Beq
∫
θ̇dθ∫

sign(θ̇)dθ
.

(17)
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Figure 10. Estimated friction increase from clutch brake.

In the above equations, KE is kinetic energy, and all other
variables are as defined in Eq. (2) (Section 4.1).

Data was collected at PWM increments from 0% to 35% at
steps of 5%, with two lock-to-lock tests for each loop. The
experiment was performed with the vehicle on a hoist and
while stationary on the ground. The hoisted vehicle only ex-
periences internal friction, whereas the ground vehicle also
experiences scrub friction from the interaction of the tires and
asphalt. To normalize these two experiments, the estimated
increase in friction from modulating the clutch brake is cal-
culated by subtracting the average friction for the two loops
at 0% PWM from the estimated friction for every other ex-
perimental PWM. The results can be seen in Figure 10. The
estimations shown in Figure 10 are presented in Table 1 as
the range of injected torque from the clutch brake.

APPENDIX B: DISCUSSION ON LINEARIZATION

The joint state-parameter model, see Eqs. (5) and (7), in-
cludes two nonlinear terms in its second row. Let us rewrite
that second row individually, excluding the Btut and Gtut
terms, and ignoring the ∗ superscripts, as follows:

θ̇t+1 = e−τ θ̇t − βρ(θt)Mz,t − βsign(θ̇t)Tf,t, (18)

where τ = dtBeq/Jeq . Adopting the convention Xt|t=t∗ =
X∗ for any state variable Xt evaluated at t = t∗, let us lin-

earize the above equation around the operation point t = t∗.
This yields

θ̇t+1 = e−τ θ̇t − βρ(θ∗)Mz,t − βsign(θ̇∗)Tf,t

− βρ′(θ∗)M∗z (θt − θ∗)− βδ(θ̇∗)T ∗f (θ̇t − θ̇∗),
(19)

where ρ′ = dρ/dθ and δ(X) is the Dirac’s delta function (the
analytical derivative of the sign function which is singular at
zero). Now if we can ignore the last two terms of the above
equation, we will legitimately return to the original linearized
form represented by Eqs. (5) and (7). The rationale behind
ignoring the first one of those two is that ρ(θ) is the road
wheel angle ratio that can be assumed to be relatively constant
in this context, i.e. ρ′ is small. The rationale behind ignoring
the other is that the Dirac’s delta is zero everywhere but in
the origin (the singularity point). We avoid the singularity by
a judicious selection of the enabling conditions described in
Section 5, specifically |θ̇| > 0.05.

Last but not least, it is important to clarify what the operation
point marked by the ∗ superscript is. One option is to use θ∗

and θ̇∗ as available from the latest direct measurements for
the (a priori) prediction step (see Table 3). Another alterna-
tive is to use the posteriori estimates of the angle and angular
rate from the previous step. Both options lead to comparable
results in our application. The former creates a smaller esti-
mation error from ground truth, hence was chosen in this pa-
per with results reported in Section 5. The latter, on the other
hand, is more common in extended Kalman filtering (EKF)
formulations. For us, it leads to larger mean absolute estima-
tion errors in friction but tighter distributions of estimations
around each fault level. So either of the options can be uti-
lized depending on the relative importance of friction level
estimation accuracy compared to separability of fault levels.
Interestingly, the performance difference between the above
two options implies that linearization achieves sub-optimal
performance. Methods such as unscented Kalman filtering
remove the necessity for linearization and its artifacts all to-
gether. And thus should be able to achieve the optimal esti-
mation accuracy and separability simultaneously.
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